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Kristine Mc Veigh: "Home interiors is not just something adults love but children too ! Which
little girl didn’t dream of a doll’s house pretending to be in charge of her own home? Most of
us have this traditional conception of a Barbie’s kind of doll’s house just for girls but today we
all know that little boys are also interested in interiors and grow up designing their homes
with just as much passion as women. The DollsVilla by Liliane is a modern and more complete
version of a doll’s house intended for both girls and boys thus stimulating group play, socialemotional and language development."

"The DollsVilla is indeed an impressive doll’s house by its size and design! It comes with a
complete design interior and can contain 30 cm dolls and 1:6 cars with even a car or horse
ramp. It is made out of birch plywood (double transparent varnish), solid beech wood, stainless
steel and plexiglass."

"The villa is made in two different versions, the leading and the light version which both have
metal wheels with double-brake systems so you can move it easily to any part of the house.
The villa is sturdy, mobile and made of sustainable design materials."

"The designer Liliane Limpens motivation stems from a desire to give children their own dream
haven and to play with their most cherished dolls – their own children! Liliane also tells us that
when she was little and played with her dolls she would dream of the wonderful life she would
lead in the future – The DollsVilla is so close to real houses with so much attention paid to
details that any child will dream!"

"The DollsVilla Global BV started in 1999 and finds her way to high end department stores and
hotels, to child care centres, schools, child psychiatrists and psychologists and is donated to
a number of one hundred Dutch asylum centers, woman shelters and foster care parents."
.
"The designer Liliane Limpens was previously editor-in-chief of the Dutch arts magazine
Harlekijn, head of the Dutch library and documentation centre for arts education and
founder/member of the board of child care facility for gravely ill children at the Maastricht
Academic Hospital."

"DollsVilla Global BV is participant of the Dutch economic mission to Australia (Melbourne and
Sydney) and New Zealand (Aukland and Christchurch), from October 28 till November 10,
2016."
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